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people mostly settled into an ancient small farm system
with pitifully small family incomes in a political system
which is e\olymg painfully from feudalism to democracy
can be adapted only with tremendous difficult} to a modem
world system of which the strength is industrial power
To take a full share m such a world s\stem China must
develop manufactures and the change can onl> take place
with exasperating slowness unless China can be helped to
acquire the great instruments of modern life—railways
roads ports factories and all the appliances of production
and trade
All this will mean the transfer of capital to China on a
scale unsurpassed in the history of the world because
China s ability to hold her place as a great power and her
ability to shape a unified political system will depend mainly
upon success in raising the purchasing power and the
economic security of her teeming millions The other nations
are slowly coming to the conclusion that there can be no
sustained peace in the Pacific until this vast bewildering
problem of Chinas future is understood and unless the
nations agree to co-operate in the greatest programme of
assistance the world has ever seen Here are problems
which will keep the engineers the statesmen the economists
the financiers and the diplomats busy for a century and it
is urgently necessary that not only the peoples of the
Pacific but all nations shall understand the geographic
racial and economic conditions which underlie this great
problem
The task is twofold—to help the Chinese to develop as
quickly as possible their own resources   on the one hand
and to find some means by which the resources of other
countries can be brought to their assistance    This is little
kss than a great application of the principle of lend lease

